### Teacher(s)’ presentation

Clara Calvo is Professor of English Studies at the University of Murcia, where she teaches courses on English Literature, and particularly on Shakespeare, the Romantics, Jane Austen and page-to-screen adaptations. She has been the IP of several research projects on Shakespeare and WWI, commemoration and the 20th century. She is the author of a monograph on Shakespeare, discourse analysis and politeness, *Power Relations and Fool-Master Discourse in Shakespeare* (OPSL 1991) and has co-authored, with Jean Jacques Weber, *The Literature Workbook* (Routledge 1998). With Coppélia Kahn, she has edited *Celebrating Shakespeare* (CUP, 2015). Her articles have been published in *Shakespeare, SEDERI, Shakespeare Survey and Shakespeare Quarterly*. Her current research interests include the afterlives of Shakespeare in times of war and political crises, Shakespeare’s biography and Shakespearean documentaries.
This seminar will focus on Shakespeare's history plays with a view to argue that they are relevant today not only for Britain but also for Europe. It will look at how Shakespeare staged and interpreted the series of English medieval crises of political sovereignty through his two tetralogies — their turmoil, but also the solutions devised by their characters. It will then invite students to work on the links between these plays and some of their modern adaptations. The latter would include *The Hollow Crown* TV series (2012) and a new play by Mike Bartlett, *King Charles III*, premiered in London’s Almeida Theatre in 2014. *King Charles III* is a distopic play that contemplates an England where Elizabeth II has died and Prince Charles is king. Written in blank verse, this new history play is brimming with echoes of *Henry IV*, *Henry V*, *Richard II*, and *Richard III*. The seminar will address the role of a monarch and the notions of sovereignty and of 'Englishness', but also of a country's unity, purpose and place within a larger world—whether that world is early or contemporary Europe.

**Prerequisites to follow the seminar**

Before the seminar, students will be expected to have read in depth the second tetralogy (*Richard II, 1 Henry IV, 2 Henry IV* and *Henry V*) and to be acquainted with the first tetralogy (*1-3 Henry VI* and *Richard III*). Knowledge of some episodes of *The Hollow Crown* would be welcome. Students will also be expected to have read Mike Bartlett’s distopia *King Charles III*.

**Seminar objectives / skills to be developed by the students**

At the end of the seminar, students will be familiar with Shakespeare’s history plays and will also be able to relate the political crises of early modern England with those of our contemporary world. Students attending this seminar will acquire a critical awareness of historical difference and of the problems of adaptation.

**Session 1 – Presentation / plan**

This session will introduce the aims of the seminar and discuss salient points of the Histories – keeping the focus on the second tetralogy.

**Session 2 – Presentation / plan**

In this session we will discuss how *The Hollow Crown* (*Richard II, Henry IV, Henry V*) adapts the history plays for TV in relation to current theoretical approaches to adaptation.

**Session 3 – Presentation / plan**

In this session, we will discuss Mike Bartlett's modern history play in blank verse, *King Charles III*, and its BBC adaptation. This ‘future’ history play will be approached as both a distopia and a new type of Shakespearean adaptation.
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